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Abstract: Mobile games are developing rapidly as an important part of the national economy.
Gameplay is an important attribute, and a game’s icon sometimes determines the user’s initial
impression. Whether the user can accurately perceive gameplay and affective quality through the
icon is particularly critical. In this article, a two-stage perceptual matching procedure is used to
evaluate the perceptual quality of six categories of games whose icons include characters as elements.
First, 60 highly visual matching icons were selected as second-stage objects through classification
tasks. Second, through the semantic differential method and correlation analysis, highly visual
matching icons’ affective matching quality was measured. Finally, a series of icon samples were
determined, and element analysis was carried out. Several methods were proposed for improving the
perceptual quality of game icons. Studying the perceptual matching relationship can better enhance
the interaction between designers, developers, and users.

Keywords: affective design; Kansei engineering; user experience; user interface design

1. Introduction

As an important industry in the national economy, games play an important role in
social development [1]. Along with the rapid development of mobile devices, such as
smartphones, the mobility and portability characteristics of games have increased [2]. The
mobile phone user market has gradually matured to become the main means of mobile
electronic entertainment [3]. However, it is worth noting that the user’s understanding of
an application is formed in stages [4]. The user’s initial impression may not be consistent
with the actual game, and the icon sometimes largely determines the first impression [5].
If the impression formed at the icon stage does not match with the game’s function, it
may create resistance to the game’s entry into the market and may even directly cause
business failure. For example, some game users are not good at games that require frequent
finger operations and prefer non-action games. If the icons of certain strategy or business
simulation games seem to match those of action games better, this type of user may avoid
downloading or trying; conversely, some users who prefer action games may be misled
into downloading them. The perceptual matching of icons and gameplay is an important
part of the user experience in game interface design. In addition, for developers and
designers, judging the matching relationship between icons and gameplay in the early
stages of design, such as the manuscript stage, can help to save a lot of time and labor
costs. Therefore, it is also important to pay attention to the perceptual quality of game icon
manuscript design.

1.1. Character-Centric Mobile Game Icon Design

Icons play an important role in guidance and execution in human–computer interac-
tion [6]. A successful icon can eliminate the communication barrier between the computer
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and user, making the user’s operation process easy and smooth [7]. However, the icon
needs to provide a large amount of information that is highly abstract in a limited space [8].
Sometimes, the meaning of design is difficult for users to recognize and understand. Among
the many types of games available today, with the exceptions of simple puzzle-solving,
racing, music, or keyboard games, a large number of games involve characters [9]. Char-
acter design is responsible for the critical task of giving life and soul to the game, which
determines the entertainment level to a large extent [10]. In the process of commercial
promotion, characters are often used as an identification and selling point [11]. Therefore,
game characters are usually used as an essential design element at different levels of game
interface design.

1.2. Gameplay and Perceptual Quality of Icons

With the continuous emergence of various game applications, comprehensively meet-
ing players’ needs has become the common pursuit of every game application development
company. Identifying and selecting a particular game is closely related to gameplay, theme,
and other factors. Awareness of the influence of emotional factors in the decision-making
process is becoming increasingly prominent [12]. Understanding how to increase the per-
ceptual quality of the game application through design allows users to intuitively perceive
whether the gameplay is in line with their interests at the initial stage and is also incredibly
critical in game design research [13].

Generally, forward-looking market research should be conducted to obtain user im-
pressions and preferences. They can be defined as the goals for affective design in the
later stages [14]. Based on users’ needs, designers can use their subjective experience and
aesthetic skills to create icons. Each game’s design also tends to convey design ideas and
emotions to users. This emotional attraction is aimed at users’ needs and, thus, attracts
their attention [15]. It can be summarized by the target feeling, determined by the game’s
function and market positioning [16]. The specific target feeling can arouse the user’s
attention, interest them in the application, and facilitate download or purchase [17].

Kansei engineering, founded by Mitsuo Nagamachi, aims to develop products and
services by translating the customer’s psychological feelings and needs into parameters [18].
It has been widely used in various fields related to user interface design. Chen, Xu, and
Yang [19] researched the culture-adapted user interface design method for mobile phones;
Jylhä [20] researched the relationship between consumer perceptions and mobile game
icon success; Chen [21] examined the relationship between the various rear cameras in
smartphones and consumer perceptions. As a development and extension of Kansei
engineering theory, perceptual matching has also begun to be carried out in the research
of various products, such as the design of vehicles [22], beverage bottles [23], vehicle
interiors [24], and digital cameras [25]. Many methods and models of psychology and
statistics have been studied and applied, for example, the principal component analysis
method [26], cluster analysis method [27–29], multiple regression analysis method [30],
and scenario analysis [31].

However, there is no systematic research on the relationship between the perceptual
attributes of game icon design and gameplay. The present study focused on the design
content of the game icon manuscript, aiming to verify whether the game icon’s design
can cause players to have a certain feeling with regard to gameplay as expected by the
designers. In the evaluation procedures of this study, the subjects were required to perform
classification tasks and semantic differential method (SD) experiments [32] that measured
their perceptions to game icons and gameplay from a visual and emotional perspective.
Then, through the results of the classification tasks and the correlation analysis, the accuracy
of both the visual matching and affective matching of the game icons was measured. After
the analyses, the icons with the best-perceived quality were extracted as the evaluation
result. The analyses and discussions of the reasons for the high scores of those icons
can help designers and developers re-evaluate their design work in order to reduce the
possibility of emotional dissonance and improve user satisfaction.
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2. Perceptual Matching

The perceptual matching method is derived from psychological research and is usually
used to describe the strength of the correlation between a phenomenon and the human
response it evokes [33]. For example, Lechelt, Eliuk, and Tanne [34] studied the asymmetry
of perceptual orientation through the spatial comparison of vision and touch. Stones [35]
studied the relationship between chronic disease pain and the affective quality of graphics
design. Özcan, Cupchik, and Schifferstein [36] evaluated affective quality differences in the
auditory and visual aspects of product appearances and their potential contribution. Dai,
Cone, and Moher [37] examined the role of visual attention in healthy eating intentions
and choices. The common purpose of these studies was to establish a connection between
human perceptions and objects to understand or predict reactions. In this research, authors
use the perceptual matching method to evaluate the perceptual quality of character-centric
game icon design, describing the interaction between the user perceptual field and user
interface design field. As an evaluation mechanism, the perceptual matching method
can quantify the strength of the matching relationship and determine the most promising
design among many alternatives [38].

Perception is the organization, identification, and interpretation of sensory information
to represent and understand the presented information or environment [39]. Two types of
consciousness must be considered: phenomenological (any observable and physical event)
and psychological [40]. The difference between the two can be easily proven by the fact
that the former involves rich visual sensations, while the latter involves emotions caused
by feelings. This disentanglement of perception helps to clearly explain user evaluations
obtained from different sources. Therefore, perceptual matching is divided into two aspects
in this research: visual matching and affective matching.

2.1. Visual Matching

When using visual perception to describe application products, people will organize
the information they see and provide definitions or explanations for the attributes based on
observable characteristics [41]. Users are accustomed to categorizing presented products
into a category to help them understand the products’ attributes according to the previously
developed cognitive models that they have in their minds. In other words, defining
categories is the most intuitive way for humans to describe visual presentations [42]. For
example, when a user is presented with images of “Clash Royale”, the category that they
are most likely to name is the strategy game category. This aligns with the cognitive theory
that human beings’ first perception allows them to judge “what it is” based on visual
information [43].

In this article, visual matching describes the correlation between game icon design
and gameplay. The strength of this matching relationship reflects the accuracy of the game
icon’s design for guiding users to perceive game attributes. An accurately matched game
icon design can guide the user’s perception in the expected direction, increase recognition,
and lay the foundation to attract more appropriate users.

2.2. Affective Matching

According to human cognition research, after visual perception, people tend to de-
rive deeper perceptions from their emotional state [44], which is in line with the logical
cognitive process [45]. The user’s affective perception is expressed as the acquired feeling,
corresponding to the target feeling, and it describes the user’s emotional impression of
the product. According to the literature on affective design, both the target feeling and
the acquired feeling can be described by a set of Kansei words [46]. Users usually use
several descriptive adjectives to express their feelings [47]. Similarly, when advertising to
consumers, descriptive adjectives are used to briefly convey the feelings promoted by the
product. Using these words, the user side and the design side can communicate on the
same level.
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Affective matching is defined as the matching relationship between emotional state
and emotional stimulus [48]. This article describes the correlation between the target emo-
tional perception in game interface design and the user’s acquired emotional perception.
In other words, it is used to investigate the relationship between the user’s feeling and
the attractiveness of the icon to determine whether the icon evokes the same feelings as
the promotional materials in the user. The matching quality can be determined based
on the similarity or correlation between two sensations in different domains. A success-
fully designed icon will arouse the user experience that the designer hopes to. Therefore,
matching relationships should be useful for predicting user feedback and determining icon
development and design style.

3. Method and Procedure

In this study, a perceptual matching method was used to evaluate the character-centric
design of game icons, and the impact of game icons on human perception from visual,
semantic, and aesthetic perspectives was measured. The evaluation procedure consisted
of two stages, as shown in Figure 1. First, the original icon material and the appropriate
semantic space for the SD experiment were prepared. Then, the evaluation procedure was
performed as follows: Stage 1: Visual matching experiments conducted by classification
task. In this task, subjects were required to classify game icon samples into 6 categories,
and the matching quality was evaluated in the subsequent accuracy analysis. Stage 2:
Affective matching, starting with the SD experiment, quantifies the acquired feeling and
target feeling evoked by the highly matching icons with specific values. Since affective
perception is based on visual perception, in stage 2, 60 highly visually matching icons were
selected as the objects to be analyzed. That means that objects for stage 2 should be at least
obviously relevant to a certain type of game. The correlation between the acquired feeling
and target feeling of the analyzed icons was evaluated through correlation analysis. Finally,
we judged the matching quality of the icon design samples according to their scores in both
stages. Thus, a batch of game icon designs with high matching quality and low matching
quality was obtained.
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3.1. Material Preparation
3.1.1. Original Material

All icon samples were collected from current rankings on the Apple and Android
markets. As shown in Table 1, this study collected game icons for strategy, role-playing,
action, adventure, business simulation, and trading card games. All of the icons were
collected from pretest game applications that could be downloaded and used by mainland
China accounts. A total of 300 icons were collected. After removing some icons that were
very similar or contained many distracting factors, such as text, 200 samples were selected
for this research. These icon samples were marked as P1, P2 . . . P200.

Table 1. Typical collected mobile games in 6 market categories.

Category ID Description Example Game Applications

C1 Strategy Kingdom Rush, Hex Commander, Botanical, City of Hero . . .
C2 Role playing Hero Emblems, Rememory, Witch Spring, Tale of Wuxia . . .
C3 Action Limbo, Give It Up! Bouncy, Bully, Dokuro, King of Fighters . . .
C4 Adventure Hero Siege, Hello Neighbor, Framed, Fran Bow . . .
C5 Simulation Five Nights at Freddy’s, Train Conductor, Fun Hospital . . .
C6 Trading card Dungeon Maker, Smash Up, Solitairica, Warhammer . . .

3.1.2. Semantic Space

In the affective matching stage, the SD experiment needs to convert feelings into
specific values. Before starting, to define an effective semantic space, five professional
designers, including staff from Tencent Games(Shenzhen), Shanda Games(Shanghai), and
NetEase Games(Guangzhou), and two language experts were selected to form an expert
group. They brainstormed and discussed terms that are highly related to internet appli-
cations. Kansei words were collected from many sources, including the related literature,
advertisements, reviews, and user feelings.

For example, users may use “hot-blooded”, “masculine”, or “straightforward” to
describe their impression of “King of Fighters”. In contrast, they may use words such as
“kind”, “mysterious”, or “exquisite” to describe their feelings about “Monument Valley”.
Based on the Kansei words collected by brainstorming, unrelated words were filtered
through internet game and industry language experts, and similar words were merged.
Finally, 12 pairs of adjectives were defined as bipolar pairs of Kansei words [49], as shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Twelve Kansei attributes.

No. Kansei Attributes No. Kansei Attributes

K1 Hot-blooded—Calm K7 Elite—Popular
K2 Warm—Cold K8 Cute—Solemn
K3 Bright—Dim K9 Mysterious—Ordinary
K4 Simple—Complicated K10 Exquisite—Rough
K5 Trendy—Classic K11 Implicit—Straightforward
K6 Feminine—Masculine K12 Abstract—Concrete

3.2. Stage 1: Visual Matching
3.2.1. Subject

A total of 50 college students (23 males and 27 females, aged 18 to 23 years) were
selected to complete the classification task. Students in this age group are usually consid-
ered internet natives in China, as they have had extensive contact with the internet and
electronic products since an early age. In addition, they all come from an art background
university, which has a strong correlation with media and games. Relatively, they have a
basic interest and knowledge of games.
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3.2.2. Material

Two hundred icon samples that were screened and processed were used as materials
for the matching stage. Each sample was processed into a corresponding document by the
designer using professional software. Only the line draft of the icon was retained, and the
color, text, developer, etc., were excluded to eliminate interference.

3.2.3. Procedure

The entire classification task was conducted online, and the subjects were kept un-
aware of the original category of the game icons. The icons were randomly shuffled and
arranged in a random order in an electronic document to present the subjects with a quick
perception and classification experiment. At the beginning of the task, the subjects were
summoned online, and the key definitions of the six game categories were introduced in
about five minutes. Then, they were asked to visually sort the prepared icon files into one
of the six game categories. To avoid experimental failure caused by an excessively long
classification time, the 200 processed icon samples were divided into 10 groups of 20 icons,
and the 10 groups were distributed to the same batch of subjects for classification experi-
ments over a 10-day period. The main advantage of using this classification task to collect
perception data is its ability to obtain the user’s instinctive judgment of differences. More-
over, in order to strengthen the participants’ cognition and memory, the brief definitions of
the six categories appeared each time before the start of the classification tasks.

3.2.4. Result

After the completion of the classification task, a 6 × 200 table was generated in which
each sample had 50 choices for related categories created by the subject. Equation (1) was
used to determine the match rate:

fm,d% =
Count(Pm ∩Cd)

Count(t)
(1)

where Pm represents the sample number m, Cd represents the classification of the sample
into a certain category, Count(Pm ∩Cd) is defined as the frequency at which the sample is
classified into each game category, and Count(t) is the total frequency at which a subject
classifies the sample. The obtained percentage ( fm,d%) was defined as the matching rate of
the sample with the specific category and was used to indicate their correlation.

According to the classification task results, the matching rate ( fm,d%) of each sample
with the six categories was calculated. As shown in Table 3, each category received a
specific percentage score. The higher the score, the stronger the correlation is between the
sample and the category. Based on the matching accuracy score, 10 icon samples with a
relatively high degree of matching were selected from each category based on the results
at the visual matching stage. The 60 icons shown in Table 4 were used as materials for
the affective matching experiment for further research, and the data were also used as
reference and basis in the result and discussion section below.

3.3. Stage 2: Affective Matching
3.3.1. Subject

Since the target feeling and the acquired feeling are evoked by different domains, they
must be estimated separately by the user and the designer. The expert group consisted
of 25 professionals employed by mainland Chinese game development companies. They
worked as game designers and planners and were familiar with the game industry’s design
strategies. The user group consisted of 25 undergraduates (12 males and 8 females) with a
design background. The experiment was conducted in Chinese and was approximately
translated into English in this article.
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Table 3. Match ratio between 6 categories and 200 icon samples after the classification task.

Icon ID Original Category
Match Ratio (%) Highly Related

Category

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

P1 Action Adventure 16.00 34.00 14.00 18.00 0.00 18.00 Role Playing
P2 Action . . . 4.00 40.00 2.00 0.00 34.00 20.00 Simulation
P3 Action Role Playing 6.00 20.00 46.00 20.00 0.00 8.00 Action
P4 Action . . . 8.00 10.00 56.00 20.00 0.00 6.00 Action
P5 Simulation . . . 12.00 6.00 32.00 36.00 0.00 14.00 Adventure
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P197 Action . . . 2.00 20.00 70.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 Action
P198 Simulation . . . 8.00 8.00 10.00 6.00 66.00 2.00 Simulation
P199 Adventure Strategy 14.00 12.00 12.00 18.00 38.00 6.00 Simulation
P200 Card Strategy 18.00 8.00 54.00 18.00 0.00 2.00 Action

Table 4. High match icons in 6 categories after the classification task.

NO.

Highly Related Category

C1: Strategy C2: Role Playing C3: Action C4: Adventure C5: Simulation C6: Trading Card

ID
Match
Ratio
(%)

ID
Match
Ratio
(%)

ID
Match
Ratio
(%)

ID
Match
Ratio
(%)

ID
Match
Ratio
(%)

ID
Match
Ratio
(%)

1 P165 70.00 P118 70.00 P197 70.00 P53 66.00 P105 88.00 P174 62.00
2 P46 64.00 P141 66.00 P196 70.00 P162 66.00 P45 78.00 P153 48.00
3 P8 56.00 P78 62.00 P54 66.00 P177 52.00 P67 78.00 P27 42.00
4 P7 50.00 P57 60.00 P58 66.00 P49 50.00 P164 66.00 P18 40.00
5 P111 44.00 P115 60.00 P15 64.00 P83 50.00 P198 66.00 P66 38.00
6 P87 40.00 P99 60.00 P79 62.00 P124 48.00 P37 62.00 P16 36.00
7 P166 40.00 P126 58.00 P160 62.00 P23 44.00 P82 62.00 P125 34.00
8 P95 38.00 P161 56.00 P59 60.00 P56 44.00 P128 60.00 P71 32.00
9 P154 38.00 P140 54.00 P117 58.00 P187 42.00 P9 52.00 P51 30.00

10 P192 36.00 P61 54.00 P137 58.00 P90 42.00 P63 46.00 P88 30.00

3.3.2. Material

As shown in Figure 2, 60 highly matching game icon line drafts selected from the visual
classification experiment were used as experimental materials for the second stage. For
convenience in the experiments and statistical analyses, the selected icons were renumbered
from S1 to S60. The SD assessment questionnaire included the 12 previously defined Kansei
attributes. They were listed on an e-questionnaire platform, with one word on the left and
its antonym on the right. Evaluations were conducted with a seven-point Likert scale, “−3”
means very close to the word on the left, “3” means very close to the word on the right, and
“0” means between the two terms. The Kansei words used in the experiment were written
in Chinese, and the experiment was also carried out in Chinese; they are approximately
translated into English in this article.

3.3.3. Procedure

To determine the target feelings evoked by the samples, the expert group subjects
were asked to evaluate six game categories on an e-questionnaire platform. The user group
subjects were asked to conduct the same SD experiment on the e-questionnaire platform at
the same time, but the objects were 60 icons selected from stage 1. For each category, or
each icon, they chose their suitable score for each Kansei attribute.

3.3.4. Result

After the SD experiment, the number of scores from the expert group was 25 × 6 × 12,
and the number of scores from the user group was 25 × 60 × 12. According to the method
devised by Jindo and Hirasago [50], the average of each evaluation score was used as the
result for each object on the certain Kansei attribute.
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4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Visual Matching

The match ratio data for the 200 icons in six categories in Table 1 were counted as a
result of visual matching, and a stacked bar chart was generated, as shown in Figure 3. In
general, simulation games and action games had a higher degree of matching, while trading
card games had a lower degree of matching. This shows that icons that use a character as
a marketing element for simulation and action games had better recognition. In contrast,
trading card games were difficult to identify through icons. Therefore, developers of
trading card-type games may need to advance their icon design in this direction to improve
gameplay recognition when using characters as elements.
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4.2. Affective Matching

After the SD experiment, 60 acquired feeling value (VA) samples and the target feeling
values (VT) of six game categories were obtained. They are presented as 12 rows of
evaluation scores corresponding to 12 Kansei attributes in Table 5. VT shows several key
target feelings promoted by the game icons in each category. For example, the Kansei
words relating to the strategy category included “solemn”, “mysterious”, and “exquisite”.
In contrast, the images depicted in the action category were completely different, conveying
Kansei words such as “passionate”, “masculine”, and “straightforward”. When the user
feeling aroused by the icon design is consistent with the design strategy and positioning,
the design is considered to be highly matched with the category.

Table 5. Final evaluation scores for target feeling and acquired feeling.

Kansei Attributes
VT VA

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 . . . S59 S60

K1 0.76 −1.56 −2.36 −1.28 1.12 0.80 0.40 0.76 0.76 −1.52 −1.08 1.68 . . . 0.24 −0.28
K2 0.52 −1.36 −0.76 −0.44 −1.76 −0.88 0.64 0.52 0.96 −0.44 0.48 1.36 . . . −1.60 −1.64
K3 −0.20 −1.16 −0.52 −0.28 −1.84 −0.56 0.04 0.32 0.48 −0.80 0.16 1.08 . . . −1.40 −1.44
K4 0.44 0.16 0.12 −0.20 −0.8 0.16 1.28 0.88 1.64 −0.04 1.32 −0.36 . . . −0.16 0.24
K5 0.48 −0.44 −0.28 0.12 −1.16 −0.32 1.80 1.92 1.96 0.60 1.52 −0.12 . . . −1.12 0.08
K6 0.56 0.36 1.48 0.28 −0.24 −0.44 1.00 1.40 1.72 2.16 1.76 −0.96 . . . −1.44 0.12
K7 −0.48 −0.56 0.76 0.12 0.00 −0.76 −0.04 0.12 0.60 1.24 0.80 −0.68 . . . −0.12 0.36
K8 1.20 −0.16 0.24 −0.60 −0.88 −0.24 1.24 0.92 1.68 −0.04 1.52 0.12 . . . −1.36 −1.16
K9 −1.04 −0.76 0.40 −0.96 0.92 −0.72 −0.52 −0.32 0.04 0.00 0.04 −1.32 . . . 0.64 0.56

K10 −1.32 −1.84 0.00 −1.24 −1.12 −1.40 −0.20 0.04 −0.20 1.40 0.36 −0.48 . . . −1.20 −0.28
K11 −0.04 0.48 1.44 −0.24 1.08 −0.04 0.24 0.36 0.28 1.92 0.76 −0.84 . . . −0.08 0.72
K12 0.20 0.76 1.36 −0.16 0.84 −0.20 1.12 1.32 1.56 1.28 1.48 −1.40 . . . 1.32 0.44

To quantify the quality of affective matching, Pearson’s correlation analysis was
performed on VA and VT. First, the VT score of the game was input into SPSS as the
target perception criterion. Then, correlation analysis was performed on the VA of each
sample with the corresponding VT. The Pearson product–moment correlation coefficient
(Pearson’s r) represents the strength of the correlation between the acquired feeling and the
target feeling and the quality of the affective matching. A positive correlation means that
the user’s feeling is consistent with the feeling promoted by the design strategy, while a
negative correlation means the opposite. A correlation close to zero is considered irrelevant.
The results are shown in Table 6. Figure 4 shows an example of the difference between
icons with different correlation levels. S3 was originally set as a role-playing and strategy
game, and S23 was an adventure and strategy game, but it was closely related to different
categories (S3 most accurately matched the strategy category; S23 was more highly related
to the action category). This example shows a sharp contrast and illustrates the meaning of
affective matching. As shown in Figure 4, based on the SD evaluation score, a line chart
was drawn in a two-dimensional space, where the X-axis represents the attributes based
on the 12 Kansei words, and the Y-axis represents the specific SD score.

Table 6. Pearson’s r value obtained from correlation analysis.

Icon ID
Pearson’s r

Highly Related Category
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

S1 0.779 0.501 0.060 0.504 −0.234 0.404 C1 Strategy
S2 0.707 0.471 0.064 0.524 −0120 0.410 C1 Strategy
S3 0.802 0.555 0.115 0.589 −0.185 0.406 C1 Strategy
S4 −0.277 0.558 0.871 0.486 0.205 −0.364 C3 Action
S5 0.306 0.742 0.717 0.747 −0.232 −0.150 C2 Adventure
S6 0.406 −0.647 −0.873 −0.323 −0.426 0.257 C3 Strategy
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S59 −0.205 0.352 0.177 −0.144 0.826 0.393 C5 Simulation
S60 −0.318 0.529 0.525 0.187 0.740 0.200 C5 Simulation
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4.3. Evaluate Survey Results

To obtain better design strategies for the related game categories, it is necessary to
investigate further to discover the reasons for differences in matching qualities.

4.3.1. Strategy Games

Figure 5 shows the perceptual matching results for the strategy game icons. Among the
200 icons, the icons with the best visual matching in this group had match rates from 40%
to 70%. There were only four icons with match rates greater than 50%. The overall visual
matching ratio was moderate, and the intended category was not very easily recognized
by users. Icons S3, S1, and S2 achieved high scores of 0.802, 0.779, and 0.707 for affective
matching. The results show that, currently, “The Romance of Three Kingdoms” generally
has a high degree of matching with strategic gameplay in the Chinese game application
market in terms of both visual and affective aspects. The designer has successfully created
a high-quality perceptual association between the icon and the gameplay, and the user’s
impression is consistent with the perception intended by the designer’s planning and
setting. From a visual perspective, the icons with a higher degree of matching all used
resourceful male characters. The design of costumes and other features of the characters is
softer, the action range of the characters is smaller, and the expression of the character’s
personality is the core of the icon design. The design elements of low-matching strategy
game icons usually contain female characters. In terms of affective perception according
to the evaluation scores from the SD experiment, the designs of S1, S2, and S3 were
mainly associated with the Kansei words “complicated”, “classic”, “masculine”, “solemn”,
and “concrete”. The main negatively related icon Kansei words were “cute”, “simple”,
and “bright”.
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4.3.2. Role-Playing Games

Figure 6 shows the perceptual matching results for role-playing game icon design.
Their matching rates ranged from 58% to 70%. It was easier for the user to visually
recognize character-centric icon designs as role-playing games. However, only S20 had
high visual matching and affective matching at the same time, with a visual matching rate
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of 54% and an affective matching score of 0.658. The results show that the role-playing
games currently on the Chinese game application market have not formed an obvious
direction for affective perception. The perceptions established by developers and users’
perceptions have not yet formed an obvious matching relationship. The positively related
words were predominantly “masculine” and “concrete”, while the main negatively related
word was “mysterious”.
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4.3.3. Action Games

Figure 7 shows the degree of perceptual matching for action game icons. The icons
with high visual matching had rates ranging from 58% to 70%. It was easier for users to
visually recognize certain character-centric icons as action games. At the same time, S21,
S26, S25, S23, S29, S22, and S27 also obtained very high affective matching scores. The
results show that action games have a higher degree of overall perceptual matching in the
Chinese game application market. The perception positioning intended by designers of
action games is better conveyed to users. The visual elements of icons with a high matching
degree usually include character elements in a specific posture. This posture is usually
unstable, conveying a dynamic and ready-to-go feeling, which helps users understand
and recognize action games to a certain extent. Based on the evaluation score from the SD
experiment, the main Kansei words for the action category were “passionate”, “masculine”,
“straightforward”, and “concrete”. The main negatively related word was “mysterious”.
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4.3.4. Adventure Games

Figure 8 shows the perceived matching degree of adventure game icons. Their rate
of matching was distributed from 44% to 66%. Compared with other categories, the
visual matching degree of adventure games currently on the market is moderate. From a
visual perspective, adventure game icons have a relatively abstract and concise line form,
with white space and multiple abstract lines in the figure form, leaving space for users’
imagination. This provides hints for users and prompts them to use their imagination to a
certain extent; additionally, it is in line with the characteristics of collection in adventure
games. The scores for adventure games were not high based on the SD experiment results,
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and the main associated Kansei words were “passionate” and “exquisite”. However,
there was no clear emotional intention, and there were no obvious negatively related
words. S37 achieved relatively high visual and affective matching, with scores of 44% and
0.615, respectively.
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4.3.5. Simulation Games

Figure 9 shows the perceived matching degree for simulated business game icons.
The match rates of icons with a high visual matching icon ranged from 62% to 88%, and the
perceptual matching scores ranged from 0.716 to 0.963. Compared with other categories,
simulation games had the highest degree of perceived matching of simulation games. S51,
S57, S59, S60, S55, S58, and S53 all obtained high scores in terms of visual and affective
matching. The characters in simulated business games are most often female or cute and
neutral, with soft line elements from a visual perspective. Highly matching icons most often
combine scenes and characters, and related props and other elements are extracted from
daily life. The Kansei words with the highest scores on the SD experiment for simulation
games were “warm”, “bright”, and “fashionable”. The main negatively correlated words
were “passionate” and “masculine”.
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4.3.6. Trading Card Game

Figure 10 shows the perceived matching degree for trading card game icon designs.
The icons with high visual matching had match rates ranging from 34% to 62%, and the
perceptual matching scores ranged from 0.593 to 0.713. The degree of perceptual matching
for trading card games was lower than that of several other categories. Only S50 was
ranked relatively high in visual and affective matching. Visually, the icons of trading card
games include the most delicate and complex line elements of all the categories, indicating
that users generally recognize icons with more sophisticated and complex visual design as
trading card games. Unlike strategy games, the trading card game icons with higher visual
matching had relatively feminine characteristics. The only icon design with a visual match
rate greater than 50% was S41, and the character’s props still contained card elements. This
shows that for current trading card games created with characters as elements, users have
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difficulty matching icons to gameplay unless the icons depict the cards themselves. In
addition, the Kansei words obtained from the SD experiment were not very clear, and only
the word “exquisite” obtained a high score. The results show that trading card games have
not formed a very accurate perceptual match in terms of either visual or affective aspects
in the current Chinese game application market. Without the card elements themselves, it
is difficult for users to intuitively judge the gameplay from the icons.
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4.4. Recommendations for Enhancing the Perceptual Matching Quality of Character-Centric
Mobile Game Icons
4.4.1. Visual Design and the Gameplay

Before a game icon is created, the story structure, themes, and characters of the game
itself are usually already determined. Therefore, it is possible to improve the perceptual
match between game icons and gameplay by selecting appropriate characters and icon
styles and designing the icon character’s costumes, demeanor, actions, and corresponding
props and scenes.

For example, in strategy games, male characters are most often used for character
roles. Compared with action games, the costume design is softer, and the movement range
is smaller. Images mainly convey a thoughtful attitude. When designing a game that
includes action operations and gameplay, such as King of Fighters, the character design
may include specific non-steady-state postures to provide a dynamic and ready-to-go
visual experience. Adventure game icons can be designed using a relatively abstract and
simple style that considers white space, leaving users room to think metaphorically and
use their imaginations. When creating simulation games, it is usually best to combine the
design with game scenes. The line elements are relatively soft and feminine, and it is better
to include some related props in the icons.

4.4.2. Establishing a Necessary Mapping Model for Feeling and Design Features

For affective matching, establishing an effective mapping model linking feeling and
design is the key to improving matching quality. Designers and developers use perceptual
mapping models to transform design intent into responsive features that are passed on to
users, thereby ensuring a connection between the intended and the acquired feeling. The
Kansei attributes proposed in this article are general models based on different categories
of games and can be used as a reference for designing and developing games in these
categories. As each game is developed, from the icon to the underlying interface, it should
have its own goals based on positioning, and Kansei engineering methods should be used
to verify these goals during the design and development process.

5. Conclusions

In this article, the perceptual matching method was used to evaluate the match
between character-centered icons and gameplay and user experience. As a measure, this
method was used to determine whether the design provides accurate images for users and
promotes an accurate perception of visual and emotional aspects. Using this method, a
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two-stage procedure was used to evaluate the matching quality of 200 game icons. We
obtained visual matching scores for 200 icon samples and affective matching scores for
60 icons that showed high visual matching after two stages.

After an analysis, design rules were proposed for each game icon category. Several
recommendations were provided to help improve matching quality, including (1) selecting
appropriate characters and creation styles; presenting the costumes, demeanor, and actions
of the characters in the icons; and including corresponding props and scenes to improve the
perceptual matching quality of game icons and gameplay; and (2) establishing a mapping
model for feeling and design features to promote the perceptual interaction between
designers and users.

For designers and developers, perceptual matching provides a new method for eval-
uating products’ perceived quality in terms of cognitive processes. Before presenting
a design concept draft for further in-depth design and development, it can be quickly
checked to assess its perceptual quality. In addition, identifying the matching relationship
between a game’s design and how it is perceived can help designers and developers better
understand user needs. The knowledge gained from perception matching can guide users
to use more specific descriptions or behaviors to express their needs. At the same time, it
can help users better understand their game expectations and identify game products that
fit their interests.

6. Future Works

This article used the perceptual matching method to test the overall perceived quality
of character-centered game icons in six categories. From a design element perspective,
further research needs to determine how specific cartoon characters, design styles, graphic
areas, colors, etc., affect users’ perceptions of mobile game application categories. The
particular element analysis will be able to guide the design work effectively. In addition,
users of different genders and ages also show other perceptual biases for games and cartoon
characters. Further research needs to be carried out on this aspect. Besides, generating
relevant materials consistent with user perception with the help of artificial intelligence
will also be an exciting topic in future research.
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